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New Weather and Utah's
Majestic Arches and Bridges
By Klaus Truemper

Experimental Aircraft Association!
New Weather

The briefer says, "Cheyenne is IFR.
In fact, the entire route to your
destination is IFR. That is not
supposed to improve today. Let me
look at the forecast. Oh, likely this
will get worse. Low IFR is predicted
tomorrow for Cheyenne, with possible
snow in the mountains along your
route from Cheyenne on. Even the
day after does not look good."
This is bad news. The day before,
friend Manfried and I flew from
Dallas to Goodland, KS, stayed at a
motel, and are now ready for the trip
from Goodland to Vernal, UT, where
we want to hike in Dinosaur National
Monument. The planned route
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includes a refueling stop in Cheyenne,
WY, then follows Interstate 80 West
up to Elk Mountain. At that point, it
leaves the road and goes southwest
directly to Vernal.
I tell the briefer, "I don't understand
this. Last night a cold front came
through here, and the high behind it
was to produce VFR for the entire
route from Goodland to Vernal."
She responds, "Welcome to the New
Weather. We get unpredictable
changes now. Moist air has moved
across the cold front from the
southwest. Terminal forecasts for
airports such as Cheyenne have turned
out to be all wrong.
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! Dallas

"My family has a farm in eastern
Colorado. They normally get 10
inches of rain per year. So far this
year, they got so much rain they
haven't been able to plant."
See Arches on page 4
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Monthly Schedule

July 7th Chapter Meeting

Board of Directors Meetings
July 13, Aug 10, Sept 14, Oct 12, Nov 9, Dec 14

The July Chapter meeting will
be on TUES July 7th at the
Farmers Branch Library,
located on the northwest
corner of Webb Chapel
and Golfing Green Dr.
The meeting will be
held in the auditorium
and begin at 6:30 p.m.
with socializing and
coffee. The program
will begin promptly at 7
p.m. and finish by 9:00 p.m.

GENERAL MEETING, SPEAKER / SUBJECT
July 7: Fun with Multimedia by Michael. Discussing
various Internet resources.
August 4: OSH report
CHAPTER FLY OUT
July 11th: Young Eagles Event Dallas Executive (RBD)
MONTHLY SOCIAL GATHERING
Potential project visits include Jeff Anderson RV-6 at
Eagles Nest and revisiting Joe Migis and his RV-14

This month we home brew our
own meeting. Michael Stephan will host a evening of
interaction with the Internet called “Fun with
Multimedia”.

TREASURER REPORT

We will show some of the resources available on the
internet for pilots and builders. We will also show some
cool videos and also take requests from the audience.
We have done these in the past and have been very fun
and informative, and we wil try to make it interactive as
well.
We look forward to interacting with you. Be sure and
attend.

July 11th Ace Academy Young Eagle Event
By Michael Stephan

Originally scheduled for Saturday June 13th (weather),
we will be flying the Ace Academy students as Young
Eagles on Saturday July 11th. The flying will be at Dallas
Executive (RBD), a little closer to home.
The flying will begin in the morning, about 9am as usual
and last just a few hours. This is one of our best events
with teenage kids already interested in aviation. I have
enjoyed every year we have flown this group. I hope many
of you can attend and help. Contact me if you need more
information at mstephan@shr.net

July 13th Board Meeting
The next BOD meeting will be held on MONDAY July
13th at the Farmers Branch Manske Library at 7:00 PM.
The minutes from the June BOD meeting recorded by Pete
Miller are as follows:
Officers, Directors in Attendance: Michael Stephan, Pete
Miller, Sam Cooper, Jim Canniff, Mel Asberry, Ann
Asberry, Frank Prokop and Bruce Fuller.

Sam presented the Treasurer’s Report for May. There were
8 membership renewals. Sam also discussed several other
items:
• Cash flow for the year through May.
• Sam will resubmit Form 990N to the IRS in July after
updates had been made with the IRS.
• Discussed authorized signatures for the Vanguard account
and maintenance of the account itself. Mike moved that
Dam and Norm be made signatories on the Vanguard
account. Jim seconded. Motion passed unanimously.
•A member stated that he had not received a newsletter for
the last year. Sam found the error in the Member Record,
along with several other records with the same anomaly.
He bumped these memberships out for another year. Mike
moved that one member who had lapsed for a year already
also be given a free year. Jim seconded. Motion passed
unanimously.
•Due to some of these issues, Frank volunteered to become
membership Coordinator for the Chapter. He will try to
monitor memberships in the future to try to prevent these
issues in the future.
YOUNG EAGLES
Ace Academy flights take place on June 13 at KRBD.
David Buono is hosting an event on June 27 at
AeroCountry. The YE event for DISD Blue Sky has not
been scheduled yet, but will likely be in July. Pilot and
ground crew help is requested.
OLD BUSINESS
We discussed database upgrades. Pete reported that he has
been trying to do a new front-end for the database but has
been having problems getting the queries that we need.
NEW BUSINESS

Chapter Meetings
July 7, Aug 4, Sept 1, Oct 6, Nov 4, Dec 1
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We need to get started looking for a restaurant with a room
that can be used for the Christmas party. Board members
will be on the lookout.
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Presidents Message

From the President’s Desk
By Norm Biron

Weather

Our Young Eagles Event for Saturday June 13 was cancelled and tentatively rescheduled
for Saturday July 11 because of the weather. It seams that more aviation related events
have been cancelled than I have attended this year. It all started in February by the
cancellation of our monthly EAA Chapter 168 Meeting because of an ice storm. That was
followed by the cancellation of several Sport Air Racing League events that I was planning
to participate in. Those that weren’t cancelled I could not make because of the IFR
conditions at the Denton airport. I also drove to my brother’s wedding in Missouri rather
than fly like I had planned. It sure takes a long time to drive the Branson, a distance I can
make non stop with my airplane. Even the Chapter events which were not cancelled this year have been sparsely attended
because of the weather. Our annual picnic, one of our most popular events, had only 16 attendees.
All the rain that we have had during the past two months has eliminated the drought that we have been experiencing
during the past five years, All the lakes in the area are full, some flooded, I now have lake front property. Some local
airports are closed Cedar Mills (3T0), Lakeview (30F) and Bridgeport (KXBP)
The weather pattern for the Texas area has changed this year. I’m not going to speculate why, but simply acknowledge
that it has changed and continue to adjust my flying accordingly. I fly for fun and recreation. I do not need to be flying in
bad weather. I just hope that the weather improves in July and I can make my yearly trip to Oshkosh for Airventure.

Blue Sky Day at the Frontiers of Flight
Museum

bigger. The crowd this year at the museum was twice
as large as last year with more schools, teachers, and
students participating in the program.

By Michael Stephan

As a reward for all the students and teachers that completed the
Blue Sky STEM curriculum, the Frontiers of Flight Museum
hosted a day at the museum for fun and some more learning. The
students and their families were invited to participate in the day
of fun which included prizes, paper airplane contests and a tour
of the museum exhibits.

Jim Quinn heads our piece of the program and that
is getting to be a larger task as the program grows.
We have flown the teachers and now take on the task
of flying the kids this summer. Look for an
announcement for that soon.
This is a very worthwhile effort and we hope more
of you can take part in the future.

The teachers received a special plaque courtesy of the Blue Sky
Education Foundation, which included a photo of their flight
with our Young Eagles pilots, which was flown earlier in the
semester. The pilots also received that same plaque.
Dr. Lee Siudzinski, from Oshkosh, has been leading this effort
since the beginning of the program. Each year the program gets

Dr. Lee addresses the crowd
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Arches

The alternate plan is to get a rental car in Grants and drive
six hours to Moab. That's what we do.

I ask, "Do you have any suggestion what we can do?" She
answers, "If you want to fly the planned route, you
probably have to wait two days. But let me check. You
could start right now on a really roundabout route, from
Goodland south to Amarillo, then west to Albuquerque, and
then going north on the west side of the Rockies to Vernal."
We accept her advice and fly that day from Goodland to
Grants, NM, just west of Albuquerque. The suggested stop
in Amarillo, TX is too much of a detour. Instead, we cling
close to the Rockies and refuel in Las Vegas, NM.

With the Memorial Day weekend approaching, it's no
surprise that all campgrounds in Moab are fully booked, as
is the campground of nearby Arches National Park. But the
Bureau of Land Management operates first-come firstserved camp sites along the Colorado river. Luckily, we
still get a site there early afternoon. The campground is just
a few miles outside Moab.

Grants, NM

Wes, the FBO of the Grants airport, passed away this
spring, a sorry event. He was a really helpful and friendly
man. Over the years, we stopped there often overnight, one
reason being a pleasant visit with Wes.
Grants has a new, temporary FBO, Ray. Before the
departure from Goodland, we call him. He says, "The
weather is fine, but winds are 21 kts, with gusts to 31 kts."
Asked about wind direction, he answers, "Right down the
runway." When we get there, the wind is just as strong and
gusty, but also has a significant crosswind component. But
we still manage a decent landing.
Ray turns out to be just as kind and helpful as Wes. He
stays late to help us store the plane in the main hangar and
provides a courtesy car for the trip to the motel.
Once in Grants, we forget about Vernal as destination,
since rain is predicted there. Instead, we decide for the
Moab area in central Utah, which is guaranteed to have
good weather this time of year. This turns out to be a
fortuitous decision.

Arches National Park

Most tourists come to Moab to visit Arches National Park,
and rightly so. Its collection of sandstone arches and
bridges is unique in the
world. We visit those
wonders over three days
filled with unhurried
hikes.
Delicate Arch

In glistening morning
sun of day 1, we and
many others hike up to
65 ft tall Delicate Arch.
The 3 miles round trip is
fun and easy.
On the left side of the
top of the arch, prince's
plume flowers have
found a niche of soil and
moisture.

Ascent to Delicate Arch

Moab, UT

Moab has an airport, but no rental car is available. The
nearby airport in Grand Junction, CO, has plenty of rental
cars. But when we call the FBO about hangar storage—
mandatory in that region due to frequent thunderstorms,
some with hail—we get another lesson about the cost of
today's flying: Putting our tiny plane into a hangar is to cost
$100/day. Ouch.

www.flightmuseum.com
@FrontofFlight
Monday – Saturday: 10am to 5pm
Sunday: 1pm to 5pm
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6911 Lemmon Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75209
(214) 350-3600

Delicate Arch
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Park Avenue

In summer, hiking the 2 miles round trip hike of Park
Avenue can be a hellish experience. But in spring time, it is
a delightful trip.

Dark Angel, 150 ft tall, looms against a sky threatening
rain.

The Three Gossips rise at the north end of Park Avenue.
The formation reminds us of Rodin's famous 1889
sculpture of The Burghers of Calais.

Three Gossips
Devil's Garden

Dark Angel

Day 2 we hike all the trails of Devil's Garden. Most of them
are sandy and level, but a primitive portion requires hiking
up and down steep, slippery rocks. This is no hike for the
faint of heart.
Cairns mark the trail. It's still easy to get lost. The main
reason is that many prior hikers got temporarily lost, left
misleading footprints in the sand, and cause us to make the
same mistake. To paraphrase Yogi Berra: The trail often is
like déjà vu all over again.

US Sport Aircraft
Sam Huff
Sales Manager
www.ussportaircraft.com

Elevate Your Experience...
4700 Airport Pkwy

Devil's Garden
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Addison, TX 75001
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Office: 972.735.9099
Mobile: 972.816.8169
sam.huff@ussportaircraft.com
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Corona Arch

Landscape Arch, with incredible 290 ft span, seems to face
imminent collapse. Indeed, it is just 6 ft thick at its thinnest
section. It is believed to be the largest natural bridge in the
world. If you want to see it intact, this is the time to do it.

The trailhead is on
Utah highway 27
South, 10 miles from
Arches National Park.
The easy trail rises in a
broad valley. At one
point, children—some
maybe quite old—have
created a congregation
of cairns, one next to
the other.
The trail terminates
after 1.5 miles at the
Corona Arch, which is
also known as Little
Rainbow Bridge.
On the way back, we
notice a cairn
resembling a Picasso
sculpture. It proves that
value is in the eye of
the beholder.

Landscape Arch
Windows Section

On day 3, we tour the windows section of the park. It
includes Double Arch (on the cover), North and South
Windows, and Turret Arch.

Morning Glory Bridge

The Moab area offers much beyond Arches National Park.
We explore canyons and plateaus in three hikes.

Corona Arch

North (left) and South Windows
Negro Bill Trail

The trailhead is located on Utah highway 128 East, 3
miles from the bridge where US highway 191 crosses the
Colorado river. The 4.5 mile round trip trail follows a creek
in a narrow canyon with year-round water, an unusual
feature in the region. The creek must be crossed several
times, a fun challenge if you don't want to get your feet
wet.
The end of the canyon marks the end of the trail. Water
seeps out of the sandstone to feed the creek. Overhead, the
massive Morning Glory Bridge spans the canyon.
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Jeep Arch

The trail starts within a
quarter mile of the
trailhead for Corona
Arch. We find the
parking lot of the
trailhead, but cannot
make out where the trail
begins. A helpful hiker
points out a culvert
installed below railroad
tracks. "That's the start
of the trail, believe it or
not. The culvert is
bigger than it looks."
Both claims are correct.
At first, the 3.2 mile
roundtrip hike up a broad
canyon is easy. But it is mid afternoon, the parching sun is
strong, and at times the terrain rises steeply.
Picasso art by erosion

"Do you sing professionally?" I ask. She says, "Oh no, I
just sing for fun." I respond, "Well, you have a wonderful
voice."
More New Weather

The day before the return flight from Grants, both
Plainview, TX, which is the planned refueling stop, and
Dallas are pounded by thunderstorms and intense rains.
As we approach Plainview the next day for refueling, we
see flooded fields, a rare view in West Texas. UNICOM
advises not to use taxiway A since the NTSB has equipment
there for an accident investigation. Upon landing, we are
told the sad story.
The day before, the hapless pilot of a Bonanza tried to
escape the thunderstorms approaching Plainview by a hasty
takeoff. Just as he lifted off, a wind shear grabbed the plane
like a toy and slammed it into the ground. It reminds us of
the saying, "Even if you are an old pro, thunderstorms
never lose."

Jeep Arch

A half mile from the
goal, we hear faint
guitar strums and
singing coming from
the Jeep Arch, also
known as Gold Bar
Arch.
The arch seems
inaccessible, just as
we were told by two
hikers on the trail. But
off to the side is a
narrow passage that
brings us up to the
arch.
The singer greets us
with a smile.
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Dallas is still covered by thunderstorms. The Weather
Channel reports extensive flooding. We wait for an hour in
Plainview for the weather to move on, then take off. ADSB weather information received by our Garmin GDL39/
iPad tells that all airports along our route are at least
Marginal VFR, with ceilings of 2,000 ft or better, and
visibility at least 5 miles. We check and recheck this
information throughout the flight, and return safely to the
home base, Aero Country airport T31.
Recommendation

Grants-Milan is an excellent airport for overnight stays and
getting a rental car. The FBO, Ray, is most helpful and
friendly. Hangar rental has reasonable cost, as does car
rental from Ed Corley Ford. We had a mishap with our
rental car. A hit-and-run driver damaged the rear door while
we were parked at a restaurant. Ed Corley Ford handled the
entire problem, including filing of the insurance claim.
There was no separate charge for downtime, which is a
recent invention of car rental companies and not covered by
insurance.
This article was edited to fit the newsletter. The unabridged
version with stunning pictures can be found on Klaus’ blog
http://passionforflight.blogspot.com
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FAA Regulatory Disobedience

comply happens. Finally, to make it a
complete strategy Murray outlines a proposal
for two frameworks for implementation. The
details are more than can be cover here.
Finally, credit for the expressions in this short
synopsis goes to Murray’s article in the WSJ.

By Marvin Brott

Before we enter into a discussion of
what is meant by the title of this article, let
me provide an introduction. Recently in
the WSJ an article by Charles Murray
entitled, “Regulation Run Amok—And
How to Fight Back” appeared. I found it
especially interesting to me. The article
was adapted from Mr. Murray’s new book,
“By the People: Rebuilding Liberty
Without Permission”. He starts out by
saying today too many government
regulations are pointless and prevent us
from doing our jobs as well as we could.
He indicated that the number of federal
crimes you could commit as of 2007 (the
last year they were tallied) was about
4,450, a 50% increase since just 1980. In
2013, the Code of Federal Regulations
numbered over 175,000 pages. Many of
these regulations are potentially bad with
unintended consequences or are crimes because the
government just disapproves. It gets worse. If a regulatory
agency like the FAA comes after you, forget about juries,
proof of guilt beyond a reasonable doubt, disinterested
judges and other rights that are part of due process in
ordinary courts. It’s as if police department could make up
its own laws and then employ its own prosecutors, judges
and courts of appeals. Now for Charles Murray’s modest
proposal: Let’s withhold compliance through systematic
regulatory disobedience. Not for all the good regulations,
but for the pointless, stupid and tyrannical ones. Does this
give you any ideas? And his test for such a regulation is if
the government prosecutes you for ignoring a that
designated regulation even though no harm has occurred
and ordinary citizens who hear about this prosecution, will
they be overwhelmingly on your the side
And Murray points out that in the real world the
regulatory state is the Wizard of Oz: fearsome when it’s
booming voice is directed against any single target but,
when the curtain is pulled aside, it’s revealed to be
impotent to enforce its thousands of rules. It’s ever more
impossible to enforce when against widespread refusal to

July 2015

I am sure as you have been thinking of all the
regulations the FAA has foisted on us.
Specifically the one for recreational pilots,
the 3rd class medical. How many times have
you been setting around with other pilots
discussing the 3rd class medical when the
depressing stories about pointless, stupid or
tyrannical come up? And when you think of
tyrannical you must think of the way the
FAA treated Bob Hoover.
How often have you read a classified ad that
said “RV 6 for sale, lost medical”? According
to Warren Silberman, the former chief for the
FAA's Aerospace Medical Certification office
in Oklahoma City, less than 2% of pilots are
denied a medical. He said, “If you will just
work with me, we can get you a medical”. So the actual
story is pilots really don’t lose their medicals, they just give
up. Because they do not want run through the serious
money and time “red tape” gantlet to retain their 3rd class
medical.
So the big question is. Do you think pilots could
withhold their compliance to a 3rd class medical through
widespread systematic regulatory disobedience as
suggested by Murray? In simple terms, fly with a medical.
My sense is that the answer is “no”. Generally pilots never
consider challenging a regulation since they have heard the
Wizard of Oz’s fearsome voice about $25K fines and 5
years in jail. But we also know the Wizard to be impotent
to enforce. In fact this subject is only spoken in hushed
tones as someone mentions that they suspect another pilot
flying in disobedience. I am sure the numbers are higher
than we think for those flying without a medical and license
(Alaska, flying farmers etc.). Yet this is the one crime out
of the 4450 that has received considerable attention. It is
now being considered in Congress with the “Pilot’s Bill of
Rights II” bill.
So is the 3rd class medical regulation a good candidate
for systematic regulatory disobedience? When put to
Murray’s test of “overwhelmingly support”, the answer
must be yes. After all it’s apparent that everyone is in favor
total support (i.e. allowing recreationally pilots to fly
without 3rd class medical) except for those few who are
executing the regulation (AMEs). This support includes
EAA, AOPA, and a bipartisan Congress with its “Pilot’s
Bill of Rights II” legislation. Plus 35,000 pilots wrote their
congressman in support of this bill. When this bill passes,
the 3rd class medical will no longer be on the list of 4450
crimes you could commit. But if it does not pass, Murray
suggests a plan B.
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Fun at the MidWay
By Michael Stephan

Last month our fly-in was to attend the
Annual Pancake Breakfast event at
MidWay airport (JWY) in Midlothian.
This is large event hosted by the city and
has a large attendance from the general
public. The line for breakfast is usually
pretty long, unless you get there early.
Since I couldn’t stay too long, I got and
early start. I was early enough to get the
first space on the end on the new ramp
area finished earlier this year. That put me
the farthest away from the event area,
which was not that bad since it was too far
away for the public to paw my airplane.

Tom and Jeff Ferrarro’s famous Stinson

The highlight of the show was the Stinson that Tom and
Jeff Ferrarro brought. There was plenty of people who
wanted a closer look and just as many reminding them not
to touch the plane.
But planes were not the only attraction. The event also
includes a car show that also had some impressive displays.
I enjoyed a look under the hood of a beautiful red Corvette
convertible. It was a good morning.

Don Christiansen’s RV-8

Don Christiansen parked next to me and across was Brad
Roberts RV-7.

Brad Roberts RV-7

Little Red Corvette

VISIT ONE OF THE TOP AVIATION MUSEUMS
IN THE WORLD
WE BRING HISTORY TO LIFE
972.380.8800 - www.cavflight.org
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Upcoming Events
From funplacestofly.com

Saturday, Jul 18, 2015
Fly-in and Car Show - Stephenville, TX
Stephenville Clarke Regional (KSEP)

Car show and Fly-in. Bounce House for the kids, food
and drink booths, door prizes and raffles. All money raised
will benefit Erath County Veterans and the Wounded
Warrior Project.
Contact: Jeremy Allen Phone: 254-918-1294
Saturday, Aug 1, 2015
1st Saturday Coffee and Donut Fly-in
McKinney National Airport (TKI)

Let's get together for some fellowship and fun. We're
having Free coffee and donuts for everyone on the first
Saturday of every month at Chuck Roberts Hangar 2520 in
the McKinney Hangars Association area at the McKinney
National Airport TKI McKinney, TX. Let's gather at 9:00
am. You don't have to be a member to attend. Fly-ins can
ask the tower for directions to the MHOA Hangers. See you
there! Contact: Mikey Laney Phone: 469-261-4938
Email: president@eaa1246.org

Wingfoot One is the first of Goodyear’s new generation
of semi-rigid airships. First flown in spring 2014, the
airship was manufactured by Germany’s ZLT Zeppelin
Luftschifftechnik and assembled by a team of Zeppelin
and Goodyear engineers. It represents the first major
structural change of a Goodyear airship in nearly 70 years.

Apollo 13's Lovell, Haise, and Kranz will tell the true
story of NASA’s most successful failure at OSHKOSH 15.
Other Special Appearances at Airventure 2015

• A Very Special Grumman Mohawk
• Rare de Havilland DH.98 Mosquito
• RC Models, Small Unmanned Drones to Fly at Pioneer
• 75th anniversary of the Ercoupe
• 70th anniversary of the Pitts S-1
• 40th anniversary of Burt Rutan’s Vari-Eze,
• A Group of Stinson airplanes
• 5 or 16 Howard DGAs
• F-35 Lightning II Poised to Make AirVenture Debut
• Massive B-52 to Land in Oshkosh
• Canadian Lancaster Bomber
• CAF B-24 Diamond Lil
• Burt Rutan Returning to Oshkosh
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For Sale: David Clark headset TSO $100. Hydraulic
Wing jack
for RV aircraft (RV Easy Lift System). New
HANGAR
ECHOES
condition – used once. $140. Tail dragger dragger for RV
or Sale:
otherVarieze
tail wheel
aircraft.
$125.
Pneumatic
For
w/Cont
O-200;
100Tools:
hours on
overhaul.and
hand.
Just
about
enough
to
build
an
RV
or
other sheet
1350 total time
metal
aircraft.
35
items,
mostly
from
Avery
Tools
and all
$14.5k. Leon Rausch 214-349-6024
ready to work. New price for these tools is more than
$1850.
for $700.
Aircraft parts,
cost: New
For
Sale:Sell
Garmin
396 (Updated).
$60020-50%
or best of
offer.
UMA
suction
gauge
,
electric
boost
pump,
tachometer,
Bill Bracken 817-925-4699
rod end bearings, aluminum tubing, Call or email for list
For
RV-12George
ELSA just
completed
less paint.
andSale:
prices.
Kilishek
(972)
250 Loaded
2906 or
with
options
and
avionics
upgrades.
Located
at T31.
s_kilishek@yahoo.com.
$77,500. Keith Cole 972-658-1800

a O 360 (76” dia 65” pitch, spacer and 12” dia. spinner).
Less than 60hrs since installed new. LOWERED PRICE
Sale:
Parts,
Planes, Services
$1850For
- Bill
Bracken
817-925-4699
For Sale: Fiber Glass Cloth For Sale Bi directional 8H
satin Weave Aeronautics/Aerospace grade, 13.3 mils
thick, 50” wide, warp strength 562 lbf/in, fill strength 518
lbf/in, 14.43oz/sqyd, compatible with all resins, in origi
nal packaging 125 yard rolls. Comparable price at Air
craft Spruce, over $9/yard. $400 per roll, that’s only
$3.20 per yard to EAA members. Cut lengths $7/linear
yard 50”wide with a $50 minimum. Call Jim Carney 214763-6784.

For Sale: Midget Mustang Projects
To place an ad: Submit requests for aviation related For Sale or Want ads to the newsletter Editors. Ads are free to Chapter 168 members. Ads from nonmembers
Larry
( ldbirdwell@sbcglobal.net
) newsletter Editors discretion.
will beBirdwell
run on a space
available basis. Ads will be run at the
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Experimental Aircraft Association

c/o Sam Cooper
1502 Shannon Place
Carrollton, TX 75006-1517

DALLAS CHAPTER 168 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM
New Member
Renewal
Info Change
Membership dues for EAA Dallas
Chapter 168 are $20/year.
Make checks payable to EAA
Chapter 168
Mail application to:
Sam Cooper
1502 Shannon Place
Carrollton, TX 75006-1517

Name
Copilot (spouse, friend, other)
Address

City!

State!

Phone Home:!

Work

Zip

email address
EAA # !

Exp date:

(Chapter 168 membership requires National EAA membership)

National EAA offices:
Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
PO Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086
National EAA Membership:
(800) JOIN EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
Fax: (920) 426-6761

Pilot/A&P Ratings
I am interested in
helping with:

!
!
!
!
!

Fly-Ins
Programs
Newsletter
Young Eagles
Officer

Plane, Projects (%complete) and Interests:

